
 MIGRATION
SOLUTIONS



TZUNAMI DEPLOYER 
MIGRATION MASTERS

For more than 10 years, Tzunami Inc. has been a

leading provider of SharePoint Migration solutions.

As a pioneer in the field of content migration,

Tzunami has a strong track-record of serving global

enterprises. Tzunami Deployer's simple solutions,

migrates organization's content to advanced

SharePoint systems from multiple sources.

With Clients such as federal government entities,

Fortune 500 companies and well-know multi

nationals, Tzunami provides simple, fast and cost

effective solutions.
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DOCUMENTS AND ITEMS

Tzunami Deployer for SharePoint handles all

types of items, including the basic data

items (contacts, tasks, etc.), documents

(including specific versions), folders, lists, as

well as sites and site collections. You can

create your own custom templates that

include all the layouts, themes, and

templates in the target SharePoint and use

those templates in Tzunami Deployer.

Metadata, security settings and versions

are all read, handled and migrated by

Tzunami Deployer for Sharepoint.

KEY FEATURES

Tzunami Deployer for SharePoint

provides an easy-to-use Graphic User

Interface (GUI) that is both simple to

learn and incredibly powerful. The user

interface includes familiar Explorer-like

views, drag-and-drop migrations, and

wizards for complex processes.

Property and value mappings allow users

to manage metadata migration, all the

while retaining vital enterprise

information.

Security settings are migrated with the

content, and can also be managed and

modified using Tzunami Deployer for

SharePoint.



MODELING
SHAREPOINT TARGETS

Tzunami Deployer enables you to model

your target SharePoint, into which the

source content will eventually be

migrated. You can model:

Structure – Create or modify site

collections, sites, portal areas (SPS2003

only), libraries, lists and folders.

Metadata – Design the property sets

and properties that comprise the

columns of the target SharePoint lists.

Security and Permissions – Create or

modify groups and permissions levels,

add users and assign permissions.

STRUCTURE

Whether the requirements are to retain the current

structure during the migration, or completely remodel,

Tzunami Deployer for SharePoint allows users to sort,

customize, design and redefine the structure of the

migrated content.

Sites, lists and folders can all be relocated,

restructured or even redefined as different structures.

Sites can be migrated to different site collections and

lists can be migrated as folders or vice versa, as well as

a number of other combinations.

For a comprehensive upgrade to e.g. SharePoint 2013

or SharePoint 2016, Tzunami Deployer takes advantage

of site templates (both global and template galleries) as

well as list templates. This provides users with total

flexibility in designing the look-and-feel the new

SharePoint environment.



SECURITY

Security migration can be performed as part of the

content migration, thus retaining users’ and groups’

permissions. Furthermore, security migration is possible

for users from different domains, even between

systems that are connected to different LDAP systems.

When migrating content into SharePoint, Tzunami

Deployer analyzes security permissions in the content

sources and allows mapping of source users, roles, and

permissions to corresponding SharePoint users,

groups, roles and permissions in order to best match

the existing settings.

METADATA
MIGRATION

Tzunami Deployer retains version

history for items and documents with all

relevant metadata. With a user-friendly

Property Mapping panel, Tzunami

enables swift metadata migration

during the upgrade to SharePoint,

allowing users to retain all business-

critical. Tzunami Deployer for

SharePoint easily retains business-

critical information, such as when and

who created the documents. Additional

metadata, both out of the box and

customized, can be simply migrated

using the property and value mappings.



RULE ENGINE

Using a simple user interface, Tzunami Deployer for

SharePoint provides a rule engine, allowing users to

control the behavior of the migration. With the ability

to verify various conditions, and perform a multitude

of actions, sets of rules are easily defined to control

and automate the migration process.

This tool supports primarily content migration to all

SharePoint requirements.

For details regarding extending the rule engine for

additional conditions and actions please contact the

Tzunami Support Team at support@tzunami.com.

SHAREPOINT
RESTRICTIONS

Tzunami Deployer for SharePoint

Migration provides a warning system to

the user to handle “weak” restrictions

appropriately. These weak restrictions

can usually be configured in

SharePoint, such as maximum-size file

upload or blocked extensions. With

stronger restrictions, such as invalid

naming and names length, Tzunami

Deployer for SharePoint provides an

automatic repair, which requires

minimum user interaction.

mailto:support@tzunami.com


YOUR MIGRATION IS IN EXCELLENT HANDS:

4 Advanced Configurations

Security migration,
Metadata Migration,
Analyzer, Migrate
permissions, Content
Modeling, Property
Mapping, added value
feature, Migration API,
maintain links, Link resolver,
Virtualized SharePoint
Migration.

1 Migration Masters

More than 10 years of
experience with enterprise
content migration.
Hundreds of satisfied Clients
from a wide variety of
industries (Aviation, Financial,
Government, Pharmaceutical,
Healthcare and more).

3 Easy To Use

Migrates all List Types,
advanced filtering, Drag
and Drop Migration.
Deployer has been
developed specifically to
respond to all Advanced
SharePoint requirements
including Office 365.
Detailed Migration Reports.

2 Rapid Migration

Cost effective solution.
Rapid Deployment of
SharePoint Structures.
Save time and reduce migration
costs,SCHEDULING,Offline
simulation environment,
Incremental Migration.
Delta Migration at a press of a
button.

5 Support  24/7

Support for Modern Pages
Support all time zone. Dedicated
account manager.
Free trial for a flexible period
of time.
Custom development (according
to costumers needs).
Maintenance includes new
features, versions and
bug fixes.

6 Great Execution

A broad range of
technological
expertise,supports old
versions, help deliver the
highest quality solutions,
with immediate and long-
term benefit to Tzunami’s
customers and partners.



GLOBAL
MAPPING

Map the entire setting,

permissions, groups,

properties, metadata,

values once before

committing into

SharePoint. You can save

and use the same global

setting for your future

migration projects.

VERSION
MANAGEMENT

FILTERING

The exported source

content can be

filtered based on any

type of the metadata. 

Export only content that

match a certain defined

criteria.

Content can be filtered

during the export

process itself based on

metadata and desired

conditions.

SCHEDULING

Run a migration during

off-hours, weekend or

any other time that fits

your needs, you can

schedule the migration

plan to start when you

are ready.

Export items versions. 

Choose the types of

item versions to export. 

Control deployment

and migration deciding

how you would like to

manage version in

transit to SharePoint

2019. Support for

SharePoint Modern

Pages



RULE ENGINE

There are default

predefined rulesets that

comes with Deployer for

the most common

Deployment

Practices. However, it

can be used to customize

many aspects of the

Deployment

Process from Deployment

Structure to Mappings.

LINK
RESOLVER
SERVICEURL

REDIRECTION

Redirects any requests

for an item already

transferred to its new

location in SharePoint.

This will prevent broken

links (also within

documents) and prevent

users from modifying

content that was

already migrated into

SharePoint.

SUPPORT FOR
SHAREPOINT
MODERN
PAGES

With Tzunami Deployer

you can easily and

securely migrate and

convert all your Classic

sites to Modern sites

from many systems.

LINK
RESOLVER
SERVICE

A component of

Tzunami Deployer,

which is required to fix

links during migration.

Fixing the link inside A

to point to B.

The Tzunami Link

Resolver Service runs

as a windows service.

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL



SUPPORTED SYSTEMS



MEET JUST A FEW OF
OUR HAPPY CLIENTS!



GAIN ACCESS
FOR TOMORROW'S

TECHNOLOGY

ADDRESS

245 Park Avenue 39th

FloorNew York, NY 10167

United States

EMAIL

sales@tzunami.com

PHONE

+1 (866) 203 5264

www.tzunami.com

http://www.tzunami.com/

